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ABSTRACT

The changing demography requires new kinds of support for elderly people. Technical assistance systems could allow (aged) people to stay longer in well-known neighborhoods. While utilizing familiar media usage habits, the acceptance rate of a technical assistance system will be increased. Therefore, as many as possible potential communication methods between users and the assistance system are required. This paper describes an assistance system which get designed, developed and deployed within the research project called “WEITBLICK”.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Well known demographic shifts and an increasing life expectancy in many industrialized countries combined with spatial expansion or breakup of classic families as former generation structures of solidarity will result in a lack of care supply for elderly people. National insurances in the present state will not be able to handle the growing need of assistance in daily-life processes. The dissociation of physical and cognitive abilities is an individual process. It will become more important in relative and absolute terms for health care in general. Individual care and assistance systems could help in supplying appropriate services for everyone in the near future. Reference \cite{1} illustrates general aims and core functional concepts of an assistance system called “WEITBLICK” (see section 2).

As mentioned before, getting older is an individual process. It is linked with the independent change of physical and cognitive abilities unfortunately. A wide range of physical and sociocultural events and habits affect this process of changes.

While offering any kind of assistance systems, they have to take into account the users’ habits. Here, a major challenge is to lower acceptance barriers. Otherwise, any new assistance system will fail. Usually communication or entertainment usage activities are subject to long performed habits.

In order to re-educated someone in the handling of communication or entertainment devices a subjective and identifiable additional value is essential. Otherwise users will not leave old routines. Such an incentive could be for example information about collective activities or local news.

For the success of an assistance system, it is mandatory to support as many communication patterns as possible. So a prospective user could decide how to use the system and the offered services.

2. THE PROJECT “WEITBLICK”

The project title “WEITBLICK” is a German acronym. A translation could be the phrase: “Knowledge-based technologies and services tailored to suit the needs of senior citizens”. This definition also represents the goals and main principles of the project. An interdisciplinary consortium was founded by partners from science, economy and eldercare to build an assistance system with the ambitious aim to create, design and prototype an interactive assistance system for seniors with several grades of autonomy, activity and mobility. Main technical components and principles are discussed in \cite{1}. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the general communication model and major components of the assistance system.

The Server shown in Figure 1 represents the central system component. Data and information management is a key module and it is linked with a recommendation system described in \cite{1} and \cite{2}. This recommendation system continuously analyses and links present information about users, their history and offered services. So the recommendation system could create individualized messages and service offers for each user. Realization of perspective assistance services is done by separate function or service entities, like the web server, navigation or monitoring modules. Those function entities on the other hand are using services from the central
function module server to gain access to information stored in the database.

The Client on the other side (see Figure 1) represents exemplary choices of prospective user devices. Diversity in user target groups should reflect in multiple ways to use the assistance system. So a user is able to decide with which kind of gadget the WEITBLICK assistance system gets utilized.

A corresponding communication middleware on the client side is located between user devices and the illustrated communication technologies like phone, 2G/3G mobile, DSL or DVB in Figure 1. A major task of this additional data processing instance is filtering incoming data traffic. Assigning related messages to one communication session is also covered by the client side communication middleware, no matter what communication technology is utilized. This could happen within the usage of unidirectional communication technologies for example. In case of broadcast communication technologies local filter software is mandatory as described in section III.C. Setting up this filter module could be done by the user himself or remotely via the assistance system.

The outer left hand side of Figure 1 represents prospective users. Beside usual human-machine interfaces provided by ordinary hardware devices it should be possible to interact with the assistance system via a call center agent. This use case corresponds to the dotted line with a phone between the user and the client in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, focus concerning communication between the central Server and Client devices is based on the internet protocol (IP). The center of Figure 1 illustrates the usage of different communication technologies to interact between Server and Client. Here, all service entities (Server) communicate via the Communication Middleware with all kinds of clients using IP. The dotted phone link between Server and Client represents an optional interface of public switched telephone network (PSTN) services offered by the assistance system.

A software based private branch exchange (PBX) could be used for example, to offer individual service booking via dial codes or voice recognition interface. But such functionalities are not integral parts of the project and will not be discussed here.

All communication technologies illustrated in Figure 1 are scheduled for utilization in the WEITBLICK assistance system. The next chapter will introduce and compare them in general.

3. DEALING WITH HETEROGENEOUS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

An assistance system, which is utilizing a wide range of new media [3], implies the usage of corresponding technical communication systems below. Therefore, it is necessary to support as many communication technologies as possible to get in touch with a wide range of prospective users.

Well known IP-based communication systems cover an extensive area of hardware devices (mobile phones, personal computers, multimedia TV set-top boxes, et cetera). Obviously, IP communication offers solid transport protocols and a large tool box of implementations and libraries to profit from. On that basis, deploying a communication system for an elderly people assistance system is an almost easy task – in theory so far. In real world environments things get more complex. Different communication technologies to contact end users IP-devices have unique properties and limitations. There are differences in communication channel bit rates, display dimensions and input methods for example, which have to take account by an assistance system.
like WEITBLICK. But as mentioned before, it is required to leave the decision about communication habits and involved technologies on the user side.

The subsections below describe three different communication technologies to get in touch with user hardware devices. This choice of communication technologies and their illustrated properties do not claim to be complete.

3.1. Cellular radio (2G, 3G)
Due to the success of multimedia capable smart phones [4] IP-based services become more and more popular and affordable for the mass-market. Also a lot of mobile computers are capable to gain Internet access via 2G or 3G cellular-radio networks today.

**Advantages:**
- Mobile usage is possible.
- High network coverage at least in Europe.
- Well tested communication hardware adapters are available.
- Saturated penetration of mobile subscribers in Europe [5].
- Common services like phone calls or text messages are feasible.

**Disadvantages:**
- Due to the shared medium (radio) data transfer rates vary in time and location.
- Costs are usually composed of fixed monthly and per usage data and voice plans. But unlimited (fixed price) plans get available and cheaper.
- Often, a private IPv4 network with network address translation (NAT) gateways to public Internet is used.
  - User device has to initiate each communication session to reach a server in the public Intent.
  - Either some kind of polling by the user gadget or a tunnel set up is required to provide bidirectional communication.

Besides ordinary smart phones, some specialized mobile devices (e.g. MAMBO2 [6]) are available. The gadget shown in [6] is different from usual mobile phones because of additional (radio) hardware modules for localization or wireless sensor support, for example. An additional wrist-top interface is also available. Further, a mandatory device and data management software is necessary to access additional services. Apart from the license costs, communication is bundled with the proprietary application programming interface (API). Before utilizing such proprietary solutions in an assistance system, the balance of advantages and constraints has to be surveyed carefully.

3.2. Broadband internet access (DSL, cable TV)
Even before mobile IP services got popular, residential broadband internet access services spread worldwide. Technologies like “Digital Subscriber Line” (DSL) or “Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification” (DOCSIS) are used to connect users with internet service providers (ISP). In the context of data communication, broadband internet access means high data rates in contrast to dial-up connections using a 56k modem. DSL for example usually offers downstream data rates from 0.5 to 16 Mbit/s for each user.

**Advantages:**
- High data rates possible; typically multiple Mbit/s for downstream.
- High penetration in Germany (27.4%, 22,532,000 total [7]).
- Usually one public routable IP address for each residential router or modem. Local access to router configuration. In case of NAT gateway functionality, port forwarding to the assistance system device could be set up.

**Disadvantages:**
- Stationary usage only, but might be extended using WLAN.
- Line parameters to service provider affect regional availability.
- If residential router has NAT gateway functionality and it is not possible to configure port forwarding, polling or a tunnel set up by the assistance system is mandatory (see section 3.1:Disadvantages).

3.3. Digital broadcast (DAB, DVB)
Another possibility to transmit information in an assistance system is using data services of digital broadcasting services. There are many different standards worldwide like Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) or Advanced Television Systems Committee for digital television (ATSC) and data broadcasting principles of those systems are similar. Here, data which have to be transmitted are stored in a so called data or object carousel [8], a kind of circular buffer for all objects to send. Each piece in the buffer is a set of content located on the edge of the circle. Then the circle rotates together with all parts of the contents as if they are attached to the circle.

The main problem is that content data of an assistance system is highly specialized to each user. The recommendation system (see section 2) generates the content for each individual user or at best for small groups. Furthermore, the groups are not fixed and it is possible that they change frequently.

When using a broadcast medium it is complicated to address an individual user or group. This constraint could get solved by a local filter on the receiver set-top box. Here, each receiver has to know its unique user identification and one or more group memberships. While constantly filtering all inbound data traffic from the recommendation system, the receiver is able to pick up relevant data packets. This
means that each broadcast message has to contain such identification patterns. But with a rising number of users more and more identification patterns in each message are required. So the proportion of metadata and content is getting worse.

Another solution could be found in the usage of an index table. This separates metadata and content from each other and it is further possible to assign priorities within objects in the data carousel. An additional benefit is the higher rotation frequency of the data objects in a carousel resulting from smaller sizes of the content files. Once a receiver set-top box gets this index table, it knows which content is addressed to itself. After receiving all relevant content elements from the carousel the receiver could enable a power save mode until the next carousel cycle restarts. Now, only relevant incremental content elements updates have to be received in one carousel cycle.

In both cases the advantages of a broadcast medium are not always utilized if the majority of transmitted data are individual messages. Use cases with messages for a large group of users which do not require acknowledgments on the other hand would be perfectly qualified for broadcast media. One solution to offer a wider range of assistance services via broadcast media could be in booking of higher bandwidth or increasing the carousel cycle and to slow down the transmission frequency of content elements respectively. Another approach is the separation of content and index tables. In this case content is send with a unique message identification by the broadcast medium but the receiver downloads a personalized broadcast index table by another medium like 2G or 3G cellular radio network e.g. But such a scenario depends on the actual use case and it might not always be appropriate.

As you could see, individual communication via a broadcast medium implies a lot of overhead in transmitted data as well some conceptual efforts in designing the system structure. Nevertheless broadcast media are capable of spreading information within their coverage area. If an assistance system is transmitting messages via digital broadcast communication technologies it should choose them carefully.

Advantages:
- Mobile usage is possible (DVB-T, DAB).
- High availability within footprint.
- No output queue, this means every receiver gets the data at the same time.
- Costs are fixed; they do not depend on the number of receivers or users.

Disadvantages:
- Only unidirectional communication possible.
- Addressing of individual users is difficult.
- Time delay likely if lots of different messages are in data carousel.

- High administrational and financial effort required to lease and set up a broadcast channel.

4. CONCEPT OF A COMMUNICATION MIDDLEWARE

As shown in the section before, each communication technology has its unique properties. A communication middleware is helping to simplify the assistance system design, especially when a consistent message exchange over many different communication technologies should occur. While designing such a communication middleware the following goals should be considered:

- Providing a flexible and uniform communication infrastructure.
- Smart selecting of appropriate communication technology for each communication session.
- Communication technologies should be interchangeable and independent (as far as possible).

As mentioned before, the communication middleware of the WEITBLICK assistance system is located on the central server as well as on client side (see Figure 1). The basic functions of the client side communication middleware were introduced in section 2 in general. This chapter will discuss major and more complex functions, which are done by the central server side middleware. Further an overview about the implementation structure of the server side communication middleware will be discussed.

Figure 2 illustrates the general design of the server side communication middleware. A functional separation is taking place, to split higher level operations from low level procedures that do not interpret or modify any messages.

All message exchange is based on the OpenMQ Message Broker [9] and it is utilizing Java Message Service (JMS) API [10] (see Figure 2). The JMS API enables a loosely coupled distributed communication between message producers and message consumers. [10] is defining further two possible message exchange approaches: point-to-point (Queue) or publish-subscribe (Topic). Both approaches are supported by OpenMQ Message Broker.

New messages from the WEITBLICK core system are passing the Information Management module. First a pre-selection of possible and available user devices which are suitable for the present message will be performed. Thus a database lookup is required to determine all online user devices, which are proposed from the core system. If no available device is capable to display the given message, a data transformation has to take place to meet the certain criteria for a specific hardware device. But such a data adjustment is limited to a few predefined transformation rules. E.g. it is not possible to
transform a large scale bitmap to a text message for a mobile phone. At the end, all remaining potential user devices should be capable to display the given message.

After finding a suitable user device for each message, the device has to be addressed via the OpenMQ Message Broker. Therefore a database lookup is necessary to determine the corresponding Queue or Topic for the clients’ user device. There are basically two different approaches for a user device to receive and send messages to the WEITBLICK assistance system. Either the client device is using a local JMS client or one of the gateways in Figure 2 (on the left side) are used to receive and send messages. Each of those messaging gateways enables the utilization of certain communication methods and technologies, which are not covered by the JMS API directly.

Every message gateway from Figure 2 requires diverse additional information to convert JMS messages to the target message format like e-mail for example. These additional information have to get inserted as application-specific properties into the JMS messages by the Information Management module after the choosing the “best fitting” communication path for each message.

Message management and allocation of message IDs is another task of the information management module. Here, information about all incoming and outgoing messages including message ID, session ID and user ID has to be saved in the central data base for later use and documentation. Based on this stored information it is possible to assign all incoming messages to a known or new session ID and forward them to the respective core service. Further, state and error messages for core system services could be created and delivered if it is necessary.

All outgoing and incoming messages are queued by the OpenMQ Message Broker. It is managing queues or topics and support e.g. message persistence, expiration and priorities. It is further possible to use encrypted JMS message exchange or to mange access rights for each Queue and Topic. With such a messaging system ([9], [10]) a developer can focus on application-specific details and do not has to deal with “low-level” things like queue management et cetera.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The concept of the discussed middleware provides a homogeneous communication interface in heterogeneous infrastructures for assistance systems. A long-term goal consists in avoiding the expensive adaption of specialized services to multiple constantly changing communication technologies and user devices. First prototypes of the assistance system will be deployed in the near future to verify user acceptance, human-machine-interfaces, parameters of the core recommendation system and multiple communication technologies as well.

Some details of the presented communication middleware design are still in a state of flux. E.g. rules for content or data transformation to fulfill the needs of certain user devices should be specified and implement. Policies and adaption processes for selecting “best fitting” user device have to be defined. Beside that, the management of digital broadcasting services requires some more investigation. Establishing additional interfaces and methods to control message priorities, group communication and the data carousel is necessary too.

The next steps on the WEITBLICK project agenda include implementation and extensive test cases.
During this period we are looking forward to clear remaining tasks and include first user feedback into the implementation.
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